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FCC Making More License Exempt 
Spectrum Available  
By Robert D. Primosch ■ Esq.

FEATURE ARTICLE

The FCC has released its long-
awaited proposal to add 255
MHz of new license-exempt

spectrum in the 5 GHz band.  Com-
ments on the FCC’s proposal are due
September 3, reply comments are due
September 23; final rules could be is-
sued as soon as early next year.

Currently, unlicensed National In-
formation Infrastructure (U-NII) de-
vices may operate in a total of 300
MHz of spectrum in the 5.150-5.250
GHz, 5.250-5.350 GHz and 5.725-
5.825 GHz bands.  Many of the de-
vices in that spectrum are designed to
meet the IEEE 802.11(a) standard for
wireless local area networks (WLAN),
which permits higher data rates (up to
54 mpbs) but at shorter distances than
802.11(b).  

The Commission now proposes to
permit U-NII devices to operate in the
255 MHz of spectrum at 5.470-5.725
GHz band, using the rules that govern
operation at 5.250-5.350 GHz.  If
adopted, the new allocation will in-
crease the amount of license-exempt
spectrum at 5 GHz by nearly 80%.

Several factors are driving the Com-
mission’s proposal.  Perhaps most im-
portant, allocation of the new spec-
trum would align the U.S. U-NII
bands with the European allocations
for HiperLANs, thereby permitting
economies of scale in the equipment
market.  

Although the proposed allocation
generally is a positive step for wireless
broadband, those interested in the new
spectrum need to take several issues
into consideration:

Power Levels.  Currently, U-NII de-
vices operating in the 5.150-5.250
GHz sub-band are restricted to indoor
operations and a power limit of 200
mW e.i.r.p.  As a result, this sub-band
is most suitable for U-NII devices that

link indoor devices separated by short
distances, e.g., computing devices in
adjoining rooms.  The 5.250-5.350
GHz sub-band may be used indoors
and outdoor and is limited to 1 watt
e.i.r.p.; it tends to be most suitable for
links both within and between build-
ings in campus-like networks.  The
5.725-5.825 GHz band may be used
indoors and outdoors with power lev-
els up to 4 watts e.i.r.p., and can be
used over longer distances through use
of high-gain antennas.

Consistent with a recent agreement
with the Department of Defense, the
Commission is proposing to apply the

one watt power limit at 5.250-5.350
GHz to the new spectrum at 5.470-
5.725 GHz, in order to protect govern-
ment radar operations from interfer-
ence.  In so doing, the Commission
also observed that outdoor providers
already have enough spectrum at
5.725-5.825 GHz for higher power
operations.

While it is unlikely that the Com-
mission will go above the one watt
power limit for the new spectrum, in-
terested parties may want to challenge
the Commission’s conclusion that the
spectrum at 5.725-5.825 GHz is ade-
quate for higher power outdoor opera-
tions.  It is important to reinforce the
value of license-exempt spectrum as a
"last mile"solution—the Commission
should be encouraged to adopt rules
which point in that direction.

Dynamic Frequency Selection.
Again pursuant to the DOD agree-
ment, the Commission proposes to re-
quire U-NII devices in both the 5.250-
5.350 GHz and 5.470-5.725 GHz
bands to employ dynamic frequency

selection (DFS).  DFS is a "listen be-
fore talk" mechanism that monitor’s
the radio interference for the presence
of radar transmissions.  If the U-NII
device determines that a radar is pre-
sent it either moves to another channel
or enters a sleep mode if no channels
are available.

Under the Commission’s proposal, a
U-NII device with a maximum e.i.r.p
of less than 200 mW must operate with
a DFS detection threshold (the level of
signal at which the device must shut
down or move to another channel) of
–62 dBm.  For devices with maximum
e.i.r.p. between 200 mW and one watt,

the proposed threshold is –64 dBm.
License-exempt providers are already

expressing concerns about this.
Among other things, there are ques-
tions as to how a U-NII device is sup-
posed to distinguish between a radar
signal –62/-64 dBm and other signals
in the environment at the same power
level.  This is a potentially difficult
problem – if the device cannot distin-
guish between the two and thus shuts
down in the presence of non-radar sig-
nals, "always on" operation may be-
come impossible.  Interested parties
may want to comment on this issue.

Furthermore, there are concerns that
the proposed DFS thresholds may crip-
ple existing U-NII operations at 5.250-
5.350 GHz, particularly in areas where
government radar operations are exten-
sive (e.g., California).  Moreover, it has
been noted that the proposed DFS pro-
tocol is not available in any equipment
to date, and it appears that service
providers would have to bear the cost
of upgrading their equipment to meet
the DFS standard.  Again, anyone who
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has or is planning operations at 5.250-
5.350 GHz should consider comment-
ing on this.

Transmit Power Control.  The Com-
mission is proposing to require that li-
cense-exempt providers utilize a trans-
mit power control (TPC) mechanism
at 5.470-5.725 GHz.  TPC is a feature
intended to adjust the transmitter’s
output power based on the signal level
at the receiver.  In effect, it allows the
transmitter to operate at less than max-
imum power for most of the time, i.e.,
as the signal level at the receiver rises or
falls, the transmit power is decreased or
increased as needed.  Consistent with
the U.S. proposals made at the recent
WRC-03 conference, the Commission
is recommending that U-NII devices
in the 5.470-5.725 employ a TPC
mechanism that will ensure a 6 dB
drop in power when triggered.  

The Commission seeks comments
on what the appropriate triggering
mechanism should be.  For example,

should TPC seek to keep a receiver pa-
rameter such as received signal
strength, bit error rate, or block effort
rate below a certain threshold?  Within
what amount of time should a pair of
U-NII devices be required to adjust
their link powers?  Will it be necessary
to require U-NII devices to employ
TPC if their maximum power is 3 dB
or more below the maximum permit-
ted under the FCC’s Rules?

Transition Periods.  Recognizing
that equipment at 5.250-5.350 GHz
currently does not have DFS capabil-
ity, the Commission proposes that the
recommended DFS thresholds apply
to any such equipment certified after
one year from the date of publication
of the Commission’s final decision in
the Federal Register (while it is diffi-
cult to estimate, it is possible that
under this timeframe that anything
certified after early 2004 would be re-
quired to comply).  The Commission
also proposes to apply the DFS

thresholds to all U-NII devices oper-
ating at 5.250-5.350 GHz that are
imported or shipped in interstate
commerce on or after two years from
the date of publication in the Federal
Register.  Parties who believe that
these transition periods are too short
should make their views known to the
agency.

Again, comments in this matter are
due September 3, reply comments are
due September 23.  Broadband Prop-
erties will continue to report on devel-
opments in this proceeding as they
occur. ■
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